
Bird Bar



The open office environment remains the dominating form of 

workspace. Driven by new-age technologies and meeting the needs 

of millennials, who prefer ad hoc, collaborative and remote 

meetings over the traditional ones, Modern Huddle Space meetings 

are preceding formal meetings. 				 



Businesses widely opt for strategically small spaces integrated with 

intelligent video conferencing abilities to improve team 

collaboration and maximize productivity. 	 



Harness the power of enterprise-level video conferencing on any 

standard display or panel with Bird Bar. It enables HD Video 

Collaboration and brings remote teams closer. Integrated with 

powerful hardware and built-in AI sensors that ensure each 

participant in the huddle space is seen and heard well and delivers 

10x more productivity than a standard meeting room discussion.

AI-Enabled Collaboration 

Camera for Modern 
Collaboration Spaces
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Integrated with a camera and microphone array, Bird Bar has an ultra-sleek unibody and portable design that can 
be mounted on any Flat Panel display and instantly elevates the meeting room’s aesthetic appeal.  
It comes with an advanced camera* (3k / 4k resolution) with ultra-wide-angle lens that ensures even people sitting 
close to the screen or sitting at the other end of the meeting room are captured well. Quad MEMS beamforming 
Mic Array is optimized for multiple settings – huddle rooms and medium-sized meeting rooms with a range of 8m. 
While its automatic noise suppression reduces meeting disruptions. 

Bird Bar is equipped with intelligent vision sensor to recognize the participants and fit them into a frame cropping 
the extra space of the meeting room. 

Integrated, Intelligent, and Portable Design
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AI-enabled Camera

4 MEMS Array 
Microphone

Clip-on

Noise-cancellation

MIC Array



06USB ModeStandalone Mode

 Standalone mode with Built-in OS : Bird Bar with built-in OS has independent functional ability. It allows the users to 
use their favorite meeting applications like zoom, MS teams directly from the device without connecting any external PC. 
The powerful computing capability of the device delivers a lag free, smooth video conferencing experience

 BYOM Mode  : Connect your laptop or PC to the device to launch the video meeting. It is quite easy to start meeting with 
Plug’n’Play mode. BYOM allows presenters to show the content comfortably as they would be familiar with the device 
being used along with Bird Bar. BYOM stands as the most user-centric way of video conferencing.

Bird Bar functions in two modes
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We understand every space is not designed for video conferencing, having lights coming from the background or insufficient 
lighting conditions can be a major problem during a video call. Bird Bar with ambient light sensing and backside illumination 
technology reveals the traits of excellent video output. It renders natural skin tones and compelling color quality in dim light 
and backlit conditions. Obtain sharper and brighter images with a device exclusively built to capture studio-quality imagery. 

Bird Bar always keeps you in a  Good Light

Bird Camera

Ordinary 
VC Camera
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Most of the conventional Video conferencing camera solutions have narrow FOV, which makes it impossible to be deployed in 
small meeting rooms and huddle spaces, as people sitting near to the display will not be covered properly in the frame. Bird Bar 
stands as a unique and portable video conferencing solution with superior resolution camera and an Ultra-wide-angle lens that can 
capture crisp and contrast images and cover all the participants in the meeting room. Remote participants can get an enhanced 
perspective of the meeting room and have a closer look at participants on the other end. 

Wide-angle lens for the broader meeting rooms
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During an important meeting, you need to adjust the camera to capture everyone in the meeting room. The vision sensor in 
the Bird Bar keeps track of participants and shows all the attendees in the frame. The camera gets automatically adjusted in 
rooms of any shape and size, and the extra space is cropped out. Bird Bar, intelligently finds the best frame to cover 
everyone in the room.

Embellished AI for the AttendeesAuto framing 

AI framing director

Ordinary VC Camera Bird Camera
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The person present at the far end of the meeting room is often less heard with low-quality microphones. The business 
partners need to listen to every participant for a fruitful coalition during video conferencing. The four-microphone array 
present within the Bird Bar picks up the clear voice of the person from 8m. Bird Bar stands as a perfect integrated solution 
for your formal video calls, and you never need to connect any external microphones.

Excellent Pickup Range 
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The unwanted noises always degrade the meeting ambiance and leave the participants with an unfavorable impression on 
the other end. Bird Bar’s MEMS microphones array is developed to capture unparalleled precision and quality audio signals. 
The four MEMS beamforming array can detect the speaker's voice, boost the sounds in that direction, and attenuate the 
noises from other directions. The noise-cancellation ability of the mic array delivers clear, conversational tones of the 
speakers.

MEMS beamforming microphone array to 
magnify the audio from the speaker
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The 
 for lightning 

speed AI operations in 
a Video Call 

most powerful 
processor

A smooth and uninterrupted video call can deliver amazing 
results during a client call. Bird Bar is incorporated with a 
powerful hexacore processor with a built-in neural engine. 
The processor works miracles in terms of AI with this CPU. 
Bird Bar allows users to download various applications and 
work seamlessly on a single device without connecting to an 
external laptop. Bird Bar enables next level audio, video, 
and content collaboration. It is made up to date with OTA 
updates at regular intervals. Users can have secure video 
conferencing without transferring sensitive data to cloud 
storage. 
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High Performance 


6 Core processor

Built-in AI


Neural processing 
engine

No need of 
external PC
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No cables, no mess, 
share content 
wirelessly
Get all the details onto one screen and discuss them to get 
a unique output. Screencasting is a perfect way to show 
the details in your way. Bird Bar supports AirPlay, Miracast, 
and BirdCast. Display the content as it is on to the larger 
display to examine the minute details. It allows users to 
share up to 4 screens and smoothens the collaboration, 
ideation, and co-creation process. The remote participants 
can also contribute their thoughts and express opinions 
effortlessly on the work displayed. 

AirPlay BirdCastMiracast
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Bid Bar is a versatile video conferencing solution that allows users to download the application of their choice and launch 
meetings instantly from their favorite video conferencing platform. Users can experience lag-free video calls on any of the VC 
applications with a powerful hexacore 3.2GHz ARM processor. 

Seamless compatibility with all VC applications 
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Choose the  that fits your needsBird Bar Variants 

* Disclaimer: Product specifications and data are subject to change without notice to improve reliability, functions, design or otherwise. All features and colors mentioned are not available on all models.

Specifications

Camera

4 MEMS Mic Array

Auto Framing(Available in 4K)

Built in PC

Ability to download apps

Wireless Screen Casting

Ability to start video meeting on device

Works in USB mode

Bird Bar Bird Bar LX
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Bird Bar Specification

Cross Platform Support (BYOD) Ubuntu, Windows and macOS

Built-in Computer 3.2 GHz Hex (6) Core 64 bit processor with 4GB Ram & 
16 GB onboard storage expandable up to 128 GB

Whiteboard Suite Built-in AiCanvas with live collaboration

Resolution

Field of View

Zoom

Pixel Size

SuperHD (5 MP) 4K (Ultra HD)

110°

2.0µm x 2.0µm 1.45µm x 1.45µm 

120°

Advanced 
features

Camera

Automatic framing, Automatic Low Light Optimisation, 
Automatic Exposure Control, Automatic White Balance 
Control

High Dynamic Range Function

Excellent Low Illumination, Automatic Exposure 
Control, Automatic White Balance Control 

5X Digital Zoom  -

-

-

-

Microphone

Mic Array of 4 MEMS Microphones

Voice Capture 
Distance

Built-in 
Microphone

5m Radius Voice Capture 

Microphone 
Features

VAD (Voice Activity Detection) and DOA (Direction of Arrival)

Integrated Voice 
DSP Features

4-Mic Array with Adaptive Beamformer, Full-duplex Acoustic Echo Cancellation( AEC) with barge-in support 
(upto 50dB att.) De-reverberation, noise suppression (upto 15dB att.), Automatic Gain Control (AGC)

Power Requirement 5V

Connectivity HDMI, USB 3.0,Micro SD, DC In, LAN, USB TypeC, Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0

Type C, DC In

Accessories (Standard) Power cable, Power Adapter, Type C USB cable, HDMI 
cable, HDMI connector, Air Mouse

Power cable, Power Adapter, Type C USB cable

-Built-in PlayStore Ability to download apps

-Wireless Screen Cast & 
Document Upload

Built-in Airplay & Miracast support in Android 
Windows and macOS

Easy Sharing Share notes through QR code

Bird Bar Bird Bar LX

* Disclaimer: Product specifications and data are subject to change without notice to improve reliability, functions, design or otherwise. All features and colors mentioned are not available on all models.
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Bird AI creates intelligent computing & communication technology solutions that transform ordinary spaces into smart 
collaboration spaces empowering people to work together effectively from anywhere.

Our mission is to remove barriers to effective teamwork. We believe businesses can accelerate their outcomes and maximize 
team's potential when they are empowered with better tools to do their best work from anywhere. That's why we have 
created Bird AI ecosystem combining intelligent devices, product cloud and collaboration app suite.

About BirdAI®

Awards & Recognition

by rAVe [PUBS]

One of the best

products at ISE
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An award-winning & amongst the world's fastest-growing intelligent video collaboration 
technology companies.

Registered Offices

India: Bird AI Dynamics Private Limited 


NCR: B 1106, iThum Tower,

Plot No. A 40, Sector 62, Noida, Gautam Buddha Nagar,

Uttar Pradesh, India 201301

For more information



Visit: 
Email: hello@birdai.com
www.birdai.com/birdbar


https://www.birdai.com/birdbar

